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The Vegetable Garden
(from Pam Kelly)
First plant five rows of peas:
Patience
Promptness
Preparation
Perserverance
Purity.
Next plant three rows of squash:
Squash gossip
Squash criticism
Squash indifference.
Then plant five rows of lettuce
Let us be faithful to duty
Let-us be unselfish
Let-us be loyal
Let-us be true to obligations
Let-us love another.
And no garden is complete without turnips:
Turn-up for important meetings
Turn-up with a smile
Turn-up with good ideas
Turn-up with determination to make everything
count for something good and worthwhile.

Remembering Spring
Mary Ball
Fall comes to the mountains with a
blaze of color. The arrival of winter is
accompanied by a blast of snow and cold.
Spring steps softly into our world: the sun is
higher in the sky and bird songs alert us to
this long awaited time of year. The first
green appears and the air has lost the chill of
winter. All the wonderful rites of spring will
follow. Then come holidays and Holy days;
the new life cycle begins and the sounds and
scents of spring surround us.
Farmers are always one season
ahead of most of the working world. In
close communion with the earth, they now
plan for the growing season. Plows and
other farm equipment are made ready, and
seeds for planting are at hand. Eternal
optimism sustains these farmers against the
capricious behavior of Mother Nature – a
drought or a flood could be devastating.
Halcott farms were not equipped with the

irrigation capabilities of their Midwest
counterparts.
Robert Frost put it best in his “A
Prayer in Spring:”

- to participate.
The Cornell Lab of Ornithology has
developed two phone apps designed to 1.)
help you bird, and 2.) contribute your
Oh, give us pleasure in the flowers
observations.
today;
The first app is called Merlin.
And give us not to think so far away
Download into your phone, and you have
As the uncertain harvest; keep us here
access to photos and descriptions of all the
All simply in the springing of the year.
birds you might see. When you see one you
It was always an uncertain harvest.
don't recognize, it leads you through a series
In the farm homes that would
of steps that lets you key out the possibilities.
become boarding houses for summer guests,
In addition, it provides songs and calls, and
preparations were well underway. One of the
usually with all of that information, you can
priorities would be the obtaining of sufficient
figure it out.
help for the summer season. High school
The second app is called eBird.
girls would now be looking for
eBird is a brilliant idea, in
summer jobs to fill the need. And
which anyone can submit a
so there would be a search for
list of what birds they've
one or more “hired girls.” (Can
seen, and where. Birders
you believe that designation?
around the world are
This was the 1940s, not the
submitting lists 24 hours a
Middle Ages!) Just as there were
day. The Cornell Lab folks
Blackpoll Warbler
“hired men” in the fields, there
compile the data to give
were “hired girls” in the houses.
scientists information such
They would be the waitresses and the multias population distribution, scarcity, and
taskers who kept the place on track.
random oddities. But the most amazing and
Well I remember everyone of them,
fun aspects are the maps they create. You can
very well. I was one of them and they were
see moving migratory maps as Arctic terns
happy and carefree and fun days. So it is that
complete their journeys from the Arctic to
through the looking glass of time and the gift
Antarctica, or the non-stop tiny blackpoll
of memory, I still hear yesterday’s music and
warbler migration from Canada to South
laughter and can visualize those blessed days
America. Or the beloved wood thrush that
of hopes and dreams.
migrate between Halcott and Honduras. You
can also look at species maps as people
Wanted: Catskills Bird Listers
submit their lists in real time.
Citizen science has become
As our climate changes, eBird
mainstream. Data is always needed, and
provides crucial information. By comparing
people like to contribute. When it comes to
historic records with current data, eBird
the bird world, this is a winning combination,
shows the re-distribution (or elimination) of
and it's never been easier - or more important
bird populations.
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One thing shown by local and
will start to awaken, bringing with it all of
regional maps is a data void for the
the beautiful sights, sounds and aromas that
Catskills. Although efforts are afoot to make
make this area so special. Here on the farm,
birding our next big sport, these mountains
not unlike out among our wild woodland
just don't enjoy popularity as a birding
neighbors, spring also signals a season for
hotspot. The lack
new arrivals of baby
of information here
animals. The wonder
Every spring the editors of this
is glaring; the more newsletter ask for your help in bearing of newly hatched
of us who can
the costs and postage of mailing The chicks and just born
contribute
calves, lambs, goat
Times of Halcott. And every year
information, the
kids, foals or piglets is
you step up to the plate. We are quite always amazing no
better. Whether on
proud of the efforts that are poured matter how many times
a hike or watching
into each issue, which sometimes
birds at your
one has witnessed the
come
with a few strands of hair pulled event. Among the
feeders, eBird is
in the panic of getting it done,
interested in what
thoughts of “Wow, this
species you see.
looks to be a good
sometimes with a few tears at the
Challenging
sweetness of the subject, but always one!” or “She sure
yourself to send a
with passion. We suspect that there looks like her mother
list a day is a great
are many more stories surrounding at that age!” with each
way to learn and
new arrival that will be
our Halcott than we will ever have
enjoy our feathered
kept on the farm, the
space for and our mission is to record
neighbors, and is
big question inevitably
as
many
as
we
can.
We
WELCOME
one more way to
becomes ”So, what
your thoughts, memories, ideas,
put Halcott on the
shall we name her or
whatever. Send them to:
map! PD
him?”
inneskas70@gmail.com And also, if There are at least a few
you're able, please continue to send main reasons that
What's in a
Name? (Dairy us a contribution.We are supported by farmers give names to
Edition)
the Halcott Community Fund which their livestock. First,
Although
animal identification is
does good things for Halcott!
winter hasn’t quite
very important on a
Fond regards, the Editors
let go of its icy grip
farm and giving names
in these parts, some
is a convenient way to
signs of spring,
keep track of every
such as the red winged blackbird that has
animal in a group-particularly for those of us
been frequenting our bird feeder for about
who can’t remember numbers! Even though
the last week, are beginning to emerge.
different farms utilize somewhat differing
Finally, the cold, barren-looking landscape
methods for naming their stock, there are
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some widely accepted parameters followed
so that a single name is actually the source of
much information such as genetic lineage on
one or both parents’ side(s) of the pedigree.
Second, the process of giving names can be a
fun family event that lends a personalized
touch to each farm’s stock, especially when
young children are helping with the task.
Furthermore, for breeders of registered stock,
an animal must have an approved name on
file in order to be officially registered in the
appropriate breed herd book. Generally,
though, bestowing names on farm animals is
a personal decision that may reveal (with
hilarity at times!) the personality of the
animal, the owner or both. While there are
similarities in how different species of
livestock are named, this article will focus on
the naming of dairy cattle.
Because most of the cattle on our
dairy are unregistered we follow a commonly
used method of giving each calf a single
name that begins with the same first letter as
its dam’s (the calf’s mother). For example,
when our cow “Esther” calved a couple of
months ago, we named her daughter “Eve”.
Similarly, “Rita’s” calf is called “Renee”. In
this way, it is simple for us to know which
cow family an animal belongs to by merely
looking at its name. The specific names we
choose come from nearly anything: family
and friends’ names, places we have visited,
Disney characters, holidays and the like. One
of our largest families, the “G” family,
started with a cow named “Gina” that we
purchased back when we started farming in
1989. Down through the years she has
blessed us directly or indirectly with many
outstanding, memorable family members
such as “Genie”, “Ginny”, “Goldie”,

“Gummi
Bear” (named by
our kids, of
course!), “Gum
Drop”, and
“Google”, just to
name a few.
I have seen
some rather clever methods for naming used
on other farms. Some use what might best be
termed “threads” to name their cow families.
For instance, using the thread “types of
berries,” when a cow named “Strawberry”
calves, her daughter might be named
“Blueberry” or “Raspberry.”Obviously, the
possibilities for such threads are practically
endless, limited only by the creativity of the
person doing the naming. Just consider the
myriad of options that come from the names
found in the world of sports, literature,
television, movies, current events/culture,
meteorology, and geographical locations or
features, all of which have been used over the
years to name both bulls and cows that are
sometimes so well-known that they become
household names among dairy enthusiasts.
Indeed, a family or individual could have a
lot of fun with this!
The naming of registered cattle
borrows some of the ideas mentioned above
in addition to having other interesting
components to it. Usually, the registered
name for each animal follows a pattern of
herd name, sire’s name, and animal’s name.
The herd name, or “prefix” as it’s called in
registered circles, is the name of the farm that
bred the calf. The same herd name is used for
every animal that was bred from a given
farm. The sire’s name is most often the
industry recognized nickname or
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abbreviation of the sire’s official full name.
The animal’s name is simply the short name
given by the farm. Many years ago, a few
farms followed a unique pattern of naming
animals by a given first name followed by
the word “of “ and then the herd prefix so
that anyone reading the name knew
immediately where that animal was from. A
hypothetical example would be a cow
named” Princess 20 of Maple Crest”
meaning cow called
Princess 20 from a
farm named Maple
Crest. Those names
had a special
historical sound to
them as did the
names derived by naming all members of a
cow family by the same family name
followed by the number designating the birth
order of that individual (eg/ 2nd, 45th, 123rd,
etc). The dairy farm Chris and I worked on in
California, called “Innisfail” (meaning “Isle
of Destiny”), used this latter method and it
really did impart a magical ring to the names.
Lovely names such as Innisfail Lady 550th,
Innisfail Jean 64th, Innisfail Lobelia 28th and
Innisfail SB Wild Rose 689th were but a very
few of the outstanding cows that graced the
barns and fields of that great farm. Although
it might seem confusing to remember names
like that I can still recall my boss accurately
remembering every one of his 80 plus
milking cow’s entire name and number,
quickly and without looking at her ear tag,
for the milk tester on test day as well as for
the classifier when he came to conformation
score the whole herd.
Truly, naming dairy cattle is a useful,
personal and enjoyable part of farming.
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Perhaps the best part of having names for our
stock is in the memories that are refreshed
when the name of a special part of the herd,
though long gone, is mentioned or thought of
years later. How interesting that a single
name should allow a vivid picture of that
cow or bull to live on in our hearts and
minds. JD
Note: Special thanks to Peg, my sister-in-law and
co-editor of The Times of Halcott, for the idea of
this topic. As I understand it the idea was
born out of a conversation she had with
her dear granddaughter, Simone Norwick.

Halcott’s Greek
Invasion
Maria Pierce
A few years ago Patrick Pagnano
came to me and my father and said he would
like to write a story for The Times of Halcott
about my parents and how “the Greeks”
came to Halcott. Sadly, he never got to write
that story. Recently, Innes Kasanof asked me
to write about my father and the Greek
migration into Halcott; I will try to make Pat
proud. And, I apologize in advance if I get a
few details wrong or inadvertently omit
names as this history has been passed down
to me in the true tradition of oral storytelling.
I must also note, as there is a plethora of
memories and stories tell, I tried to give an
overview as best as possible.
As the Beatles invaded America in
the 1960’s, so too did the Greeks invade the
idyllic hamlet of Halcott Center in the early
to mid-1920’s. My grandparents, Mary and
George Anagnos, with their baby son Alex,
had just moved from Leominster,
Massachusetts to a new building in the

Inwood section of Manhattan. It was there
response; they apparently reminded some of
that they met a Greek family named
the Greeks that were from northern Greece of
Trikoukas, who had opened small hotel, The
the mountains there; Halcott gave them a
Parthenon, in a place called Halcott Center in
feeling of the home they left behind.
the Catskill Mountains. The Anagnos family
The Pavlos family owned The
decided to go to Halcott the summer of 1927;
Acropolis Hotel in Halcott. As their English
the trip was arduous and took two days to
was poor, they hired my grandmother, who
complete. From their apartment at 200
was proficient in the language, during one
Dyckman Street, they would have to take a
summer to help them with menus and other
subway to where they could get on a boat
matters. They asked her to stay on during the
that went up the Hudson River to Kingston,
year to help manage the hotel. So, my father,
then a taxi to the train that would leave them
who was about eight years old, and my
off somewhere around Phoenicia, then
grandmother lived in Halcott fulltime for a
someone from Halcott
few years
would pick them up, in
while my
early years with a horse
grandfather
and buggy, then later by
continued
car to take them to
working in
Halcott. Almost 100
NYC and
years later and closing in
commuted up
on starting the fifth
there as often
generation of Anagnos’/
as possible.
Pierce’s, our family is
My father
still coming to Halcott as
attended the
much as possible.
one room
Thankfully the trip is
school house
Summer Card Game
shorter, even from Chicago!
which was located at the now Mookas Rd.
The “Greek summer invasion”
and County Rt. 1 intersection. Eventually
gradually morphed into a point in time that
my grandparents decided that it would be
many of the Greeks put down roots in
best for their family to be together and to live
Halcott. We have fallen in love not only
in NYC but continued spending summers in
with the mountains and valleys of Halcott,
Halcott. Over time, through word of mouth,
but more importantly with the people of
more and more Greeks that knew my
Halcott, with whom we have cemented
grandparents and other early vacationers also
strong bonds of friendship and in some cases
started coming to Halcott in the summer.
united through marriage or baptisms as
The Greeks that were originally from
family. A long time ago, I asked my
Deskati, Greece mainly stayed at The Star
grandfather what it was about Halcott and
House (the last vestiges of it now gone), and
this part of the Catskills that attracted many
others at The Acropolis (which burned down
of the Greeks. “The mountains” was his
in the1980’s), The Parthenon (later The
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1960’s and 70’s many of
the aforementioned
families solidified their
love for Halcott and bought
or built their own homes.
After my parents,
Alex and Jo, married in
1954, they, along with my
grandparents, George and
Mary, rented part of the
Griffin farmhouse (now
Kasanof) every summer
until 1978, when they
moved slightly up the road
into Odell and Doris
Reynold’s house that they
Lamb Roast!
Olympic, which was officialy the last hotel in
had purchased. (This move, by the way, was
Halcott, but now also gone), and then in later
a traumatic event in my life as it took me too
years the Greeks dispersed and stayed at
far away from the Griffin’s house and the
Mike Morse’s, “Gramma Griffin’s” (later
Bouton’s barn!) As our family grew, so too
just Griffin’s) and the Crosby’s “stone
did my parent’s house. My parents added
house”, the Reynold’s “little house”, Kelly’s
rooms and a second floor to ensure that their
(later Kurzman’s Apache Farms), and Danny
home could hold the entire Pierce family,
Miller’s and in many more houses around the
Ziggy the dog, and all and any other family
valley. “There was virtually not a house in
and friends who wanted to come and stay;
the Halcott valley that my grandmother
there was always room even if the kids had to
didn’t sleep in” was our family joke, but in
sleep on the floor. The door was also always
reality that was pretty close to the truth.
opened to all the family and friends in the
During the summer, the Greeks
valley. My grandmother always had enough
indeed infiltrated the valley and what great
food for all, even at a moment notice, and
times they had. In addition to the Anagnos
coffee and cake daily at 4:00 pm sharp. You
family, other original families included
just never said “no” to my grandmother’s
Visvikis, Blionas, Vlachos, Itta, Anastasiou,
food offering –you would lose that battle.
Curoupis, Pappas, Psiras, Vorgia, Loules,
Many of my friends can attest to that!
and Lorras and then later, George, Michaels
And just as my grandparents, my
and Davaros to name a few. At some point,
parents, and Bob and I did, our four children
in the 1960’s the Maglaras clan from Queens
have formed strong bonds with Halcott and
started coming to Halcott too, but
special relationships with so many, especially
unfortunately I do not remember the details
the Boutons and Voglers. During my youth,
that Ann and George had told me. In the
growing up at Griffin’s, I was especially
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close to the Griffin, Needleman, Reynolds,
Bouton, Bush kids, and later when we were
old enough to drive and expand our horizons,
the Johnson boys and the Arkville Sanford
kids joined in our escapades, as did my
Greek friends and relatives in the valley. My
parents had wonderful times not only with
the Greeks, but also with Virginia and Jim
Griffin, Doris and Odell Reynolds, and
Shirley and Donald Bouton. Many of our
families went back ages to the bonds that our
grandparents made almost 100 years before.
Although time and distance make it hard to
see each other, many of my childhood
friendships are still strong today: our
“Halcott Crew” as we called ourselves, has a
solid bond, and we don’t miss a beat when
reunited. My entire family has been blessed
to be part of Halcott.

Beware the Balrog Season
Do you remember the scene in the
movie, The Lord of the Rings, where the
good guys were fleeing the Orcs and Gandalf
was holding back the fearful monster?
Gandalf is winning against this dark, burning
horror. He turns his head to the other heroes
and shouts: “Run!” Big mistake. The balrog,
as it is falling into the abyss, cut down by
Gandalf’s prowess, whips up one last
tentacle, grabs our beloved wizard and pulls
him down with it. Winter is like that. Spring
may be the next season, but we’ve got some
balrog behavior to go through first. The tail
end of winter, like the balrog is deadly. Last
year the heaviest snow fell in March and
April. Balrog behavior. I spoke the other
day to Russell Bouton, our treasured highway
superintendent. As we turn into March,
Russell wears a haggard look. Enough

already! What is it like to be Captain of the
Roads in Halcott? Our Highway Dept is
updated constantly through a series of faxes
that arrive from the National Weather Service
to announce the upcoming weather. Russell
rises at about 3am every morning that a
storm threatens to check the roads. This year
has been grueling. Russell shook his head in
disbelief as he tried to describe the weather.
Ice! He could do snow; plowing was an easy
thing compared to the dangers of ice. And
we've had a lot of ice this winter. Ice bites at
roads, making swiss cheese of them and
creating havoc for car tires.
About the only cheerful spirit I can
think of at this tail end of winter, is Lanore
Baker, our blessed mail lady who continues
to be a source of light and help even in the
sludgy snow. She watches over elderly
residents, brings mail to the door, and does
all manner of sweet favors that are totally at
odds with today's cold world. But I think
that even for Lanore, spring can't come soon
enough. IK

PASSAGES
Alexander George Anagnos, of Fort
Lee, NJ and Halcott Center, NY, died
peacefully at his home on October 23, 2018.
Alex was born on July 3, 1926 in
Leominster, MA and was raised in New York
City. Alex was married to the late Jo (nee
Gabriel) for over 60 years. Jo died September
30, 2014. He is survived by his loving
children: George (Melanie), Maria Pierce
(Bob), and Steven (Vicky) and his beloved
grandchildren Alexandra, Steven, Johnny,
Tommy (Pierce), and Michael, Christine,
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Alexander and Arianna (Anagnos). He is
predeceased by his parents, George and
Marigoula (Mary), and his in-laws, Efstratios
and Maria.
Alex was a graduate of New York
University and NYU Business School. He
was well known for his financial acumen and
was an Executive Director of American
Securities, LP before his retirement. His
lifelong commitment and love for the Greek
Orthodox Church led him to many roles at
his beloved church, Saint Spyridon Greek
Orthodox Church in NYC, and at the Greek
Orthodox Archdiocese of America. My
parents, Alex and Jo, both generously
volunteered their time to the church and
instilled their faith and dedication to the
church in their children and grandchildren.
My father was a loyal friend and had
diverse interests. He was an avid reader and
collector of books; he particularly liked
visiting The Strand Bookstore in NYC. For
over fifty years he played pinochle virtually
every week with his childhood friends from
Inwood; and, he, with other Greek friends,
started an Investment Club that also lasted
for years. He also enjoyed his many family
trips to Greece visiting relatives, and
especially enjoyed being in Deskati, a small
village in the mountains of northern Greece,
where his parents were born. He loved to
travel with family and friends, and
thoroughly enjoyed countless road trips with
Jo, my mother, to Chicago where they visited
their four Pierce grandchildren, Bob and me,
and to Maine, Florida and around the United
States.
He was a treasured resident of the Halcott
Center community, where for 90 years he
happily spent his summers with his parents,
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wife, children, grandchildren and many other
relatives and friends. Many in Halcott will
fondly remember him as the “Pied Piper” as
he enjoyed his long walks around the
beautiful Halcott valley often accompanied
by his family and friends. When my brothers
and I were little, he would walk us to the
Halcott Post Office every morning, stopping
at each house along the way to have other
kids join the trek. Once at the Post Office, he
would buy a treat for each child. Weather
permitting this ritual happened every
morning for years.
My father loved playing
backgammon. But most notable were the
games that he would play with Gus Pappas,
which would last for hours, multiple times a
day during their summers in Halcott Center.
They both were competitive, but secretly,
while playing their backgammon games, they
also really enjoyed watching their
grandchildren, Alexandra Steven, Johnny and
Tommy Pierce and Jenna and Sophia
Konstantine, and the Bouton, Roberts and
Sweeney children playing together. Truly
my father’s greatest joy was being a Papou
and spending as much time as possible with
his grandchildren.
He had a deep attachment and love
for Halcott Center all his life, and what fun
and adventures he had at every stage of his
life there with his parents, my mother, their
Halcott and Greek friends and family. But
most of all he and my mother especially
treasured the six weeks every summer for 25
years that they spent with Alexandra, Steven,
Johnny and Tommy and with me and Bob.
My parents’ greatest joy was having their
grandchildren in their Halcott home with
them! My father will be remembered by all

for his kind, loving and generous spirit.
Funeral services for my father were
held in NYC at his beloved St. Spyridon
Greek Orthodox Church on October 29.
Donations may be made in my parents’
memory, in the memory of all the Greeks
who invaded and loved Halcott, and in the
memory of all the dear Halcott friends and
family who have already passed to The
Halcott Community Fund, 54 Bouton Rd,
Halcott Center, NY 12430. May all their
memories be eternal and may Heaven be a
slice of Halcott!
And Pattie Kelder writes: We lost
another Halcott resident on February 17,
2019. Ted Randazzo was 92 and had been
suffering from ill health. He built his home
on Turk Hollow in the 1960’s and became
part of the fabric of Halcott even before
retiring here in 1986.
Ted was a loving family man to
Barbara, their seven children, 23
grandchildren and 11 great grandchildren; a
caring neighbor – especially to Turk Hollow,
including even its newest residents, the
Grocholl family; a capable woodworker; and
a resourceful administrator of Town affairs.
It was some of the things the public
didn’t see that made Ted such a good friend:
delivering Barbara’s delicious meals to a
shut in, taking a neighbor to the doctor,
sharing produce from his bountiful garden,
advising the church on floor care, and more.
He kept track of weather and wildlife and
always knew how much precipitation fell or
when hummingbirds would return to Turk
Hollow.
As Town Supervisor from 1991 –

2001, Ted was an asset to Halcott in many
ways. Quietly observant, he possessed a
keen memory and the vision needed to take
on all necessary projects. Never a one-man
band, he interfaced well with Town Board
members, county and state officials,
contractors, and citizens. He consulted prior
town officials and provided for a smooth
transition with new ones upon retiring from
office. During his tenure as Supervisor, he
made thorough investigations, securing
funding to implement, expand, build and/or
preserve everything from bridges, to flood
mitigation, to recycling, to fire protection, to
Grange Hall restoration, to 911 numbering,
to updated veterans exemptions, and to many
other benefits we enjoy yet today. Ted had
the unique skill set, dedication and integrity
needed to bring the town through difficulties
to a position of being ready to enter the 21st
century.
It has been a blessing to have him for
a neighbor.
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The Times of the Halcott
United Methodist Church
Spring 2019 Pattie Kelder, Correspondent
Calendar for Lent (and beyond)
*** designates a Halcott location. However,
everyone is welcome to attend all events:
*** Lenten Lunches, noon Wednesdays: March
20th Halcott Grange Hall; March 27th Roxbury
UMC. Snow date: the next day.
Speaker, free will mission offering.
* Lenten evening meal,6:00 p.m. Wednesday,
April 3rd, Margaretville UMC. Bring dish to
share.
*** Palm Sunday service, 9:00 a.m. April 14th,
Halcott UMC
* Holy Thursday service, 6:00 p.m. April 18th,
Roxbury UMC
* Interfaith Good Friday Service ,noon April 19th,
Margaretville Advent Christian Church
* Evening Good Friday service ,6:00 p.m. April
19th, Andes UMC
* Interfaith Easter Sunrise Service, 6:30 a.m.
April 21st, Belleayre Mountain
*** Easter Service, 9:00 a.m. April 21st, Halcott
UMC
*** Save room for the Super Salad Supper, 5:00
p.m. Saturday TBA, Halcott Grange Hall.
Tickets only $7.00 for adults; children under 5
free. Take outs 4:30 p.m.
Words of Wisdom
“To quarrel with a neighbor is foolish; a
man with good sense holds his tongue.” Proverbs
11:12 TLB
The Power of Prayer
A phone call from Florida,
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A prayer request,
The rationale: “It’s a comfort to know
your home church is praying for you!”
We pray for members and non-members alike.
Just let us know when something is up.
Caring for God’s Creation: Your Eyes
Did you know? Significant results of a
large, long range Australian study reveal that an
orange a day can help keep age-related macular
degeneration away. An orange once a week can
also help. So can orange juice. It’s all about the
flavonoids that are specific to oranges. Read the
study write-up at https://academic.oup.com/ajcn/
article/108/2/381/5044680
Church Chuckles
Following a sermon on Judgment Day,
in which the preacher emphasized there will be
wailing and much gnashing of teeth, a little old
lady said to her minister, “Preacher, I haven’t got
any teeth.” “Madam,” he replied, “teeth will be
provided!”
In a classroom discussion of the Prodigal
Son, the teacher asked, “When the son returned
home, there was one who was not happy, one to
whom the feast meant bitterness. Can any of you
tell me who that was?” A sad little voice
suggested, “The Fatted Calf?”

From the Pastor’s Pen
What is Easter? For some, it is just a
lovely spring day. For others, it is a time to
celebrate. You may celebrate with baskets filled
with chocolate candy, marshmallow eggs or

stuffed animals. Or you may go search for colored
eggs on a beautiful expanse of lawn. You may still
have a family meal to celebrate with all the
aromatic, delicious favorites. All wonderful to do
and experience. However, as a Christian, this is a
very special time of year. Actually, for us it is the
most important time of year. After all, Easter is
what makes Christians Christian. When we
celebrate Easter Sunday, we remember the
resurrection of our Lord. This is the most
important event that has ever occurred for
Christians. Because Jesus rose from the dead, we
know without any hesitation, that he is the Lord.
The forty days leading up to Easter is called Lent.
This is a time of reflection and self-assessment
when we are called to remember all that Jesus did
and went through for our sake; he chose to die so
our sins would be forgiven. I know I can never
worship him enough for that. I love my Lord with
all my heart, soul, mind and strength and it’s
nowhere near enough to repay him for all that he

has done for me. But guess what? That’s all he
asks. To love him. And if we do love him and are
truly sorry for all we have done wrong, he will
forgive us. Amazing. I know that God wants a
personal relationship with you, each of you, just as
He has with me. I would love to help you know
more about how you can have a personal
relationship with the Lord. You can find me any
Sunday morning at 9:00 in the Halcott United
Methodist church. Or, if you are more
comfortable, you can reach out to me at
djudisky53@gmail.com. I would personally like to
invite you to join us in worship of our Lord any
Sunday but especially during this time of
remembrance and celebration. This year, Easter
Sunday is April 21st, and our service begins at
9:00 a.m. in the Halcott church. I hope to see you
on the 21st and pray you have a very happy
Easter. Deborah Judisky, CLM Pastor of the
Halcott United Methodist Church
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